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Walt Disney Productions purchased the film rights to Gary K. Miller , then president of Disney, saw it as a
perfect opportunity to produce a blockbuster. Seaman were hired to write the script, penning two drafts.
Robert Zemeckis offered his services as director in , [10] but Disney declined as his two previous films I
Wanna Hold Your Hand and Used Cars had been box-office bombs. Disney kept all merchandising rights.
Apart from this agreement, Warner Bros. Disney executives were continuing to suggest Darrell Van Citters to
direct the animated sequences, but Spielberg and Zemeckis decided against it. The Search for Spock , both
being overly evil characters which he considered being "fun to play". Lou Hirsch, who supplied the voice for
Baby Herman, was the original choice for Benny the Cab, but was replaced by Fleischer. Price and Seaman
were brought aboard to continue writing the script once Spielberg and Zemeckis were hired. For inspiration,
the two writers studied the work of Walt Disney and Warner Bros. The Cloverleaf streetcar subplot was
inspired by Chinatown. Where the freeway runs in Los Angeles is where the Red Car used to be. They wrote
scripts that had either Jessica Rabbit or Baby Herman as the villain, but they made their final decision with
newly created character Judge Doom. Doom was supposed to have an animated vulture sit on his shoulder, but
this was deleted due to the technical challenges this posed. This was also cut for budget and technical reasons.
However, the scene was cut for pacing reasons and never made it past the storyboard stage. Mime artists ,
puppeteers , mannequins , and robotic arms were commonly used during filming to help the actors interact
with "open air and imaginative cartoon characters". To accommodate him and his animators, production was
moved to Elstree Studios in Hertfordshire , England. Disney and Spielberg also told Williams that in return for
doing Roger Rabbit, they would help distribute his uncompleted film The Thief and the Cobbler. Rubber
mannequins of Roger Rabbit, Baby Herman, and the weasels would portray the animated characters during
rehearsals to teach the actors where to look when acting with "open air and imaginative cartoon characters".
The artists then drew the animated characters in relationship to the live-action footage. The animated footage
was then sent to ILM for compositing, where technicians animated three lighting layers shadows, highlights,
and tone mattes separately, to make the cartoon characters look three-dimensional and give the illusion of the
characters being affected by the lighting on set.
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The Doctor rarely travels alone and often brings one or more companions to share these adventures. The
Doctor is centuries old and, as a Time Lord, has the ability to regenerate in case of mortal damage to the body,
taking on a new appearance and personality. The Doctor has gained numerous reoccurring enemies during
their travels, including the Daleks , the Cybermen , and the Master , another renegade Time Lord. Kennedy the
previous day. Discussions and plans for the programme had been in progress for a year. The head of drama
Sydney Newman was mainly responsible for developing the programme, with the first format document for
the series being written by Newman along with the head of the script department later head of serials Donald
Wilson and staff writer C. Writer Anthony Coburn , story editor David Whitaker and initial producer Verity
Lambert also heavily contributed to the development of the series. As originally written, the Daleks and Thals
were the victims of an alien neutron bomb attack but Nation later dropped the aliens and made the Daleks the
aggressors. When the script was presented to Newman and Wilson it was immediately rejected as the
programme was not permitted to contain any " bug-eyed monsters ". Had we had anything else ready we
would have made that. Falling viewing numbers, a decline in the public perception of the show and a
less-prominent transmission slot saw production suspended in by Jonathan Powell , controller of BBC 1.
Although the film was successful in the UK with 9. In September of that year, [11] BBC Television
announced the in-house production of a new series after several years of attempts by BBC Worldwide to find
backing for a feature film version. No full series was broadcast in , [13] although four additional specials
starring David Tennant were made. Davies left the show in after the end of series 4 and the David Tennant
specials were completed. This is similar to the continuation of Mission Impossible , [17] but differs from most
other series relaunches which have either been reboots for example, Battlestar Galactica [18] and Bionic
Woman or set in the same universe as the original but in a different time period and with different characters
for example, Star Trek: The Next Generation and spin-offs. The programme has been sold to many other
countries worldwide see Viewership. Public consciousness It has been claimed that the transmission of the
first episode was delayed by ten minutes due to extended news coverage of the assassination of US President
John F. Kennedy the previous day; in fact it went out after a delay of eighty seconds. The electronic theme
music too was perceived as eerie, novel, and frightening, at the time. Some notable exceptions were: While the
show continued to use historical settings, they were generally used as a backdrop for science fiction tales, with
one exception: Black Orchid , set in s England. Each series includes both standalone and multiple episodic
stories, linked with a loose story arc that is resolved in the series finale. As in the early "classic" era, each
episode, whether standalone or part of a larger story, has its own title. Four mini-episodes, running about eight
minutes each, were also produced for the , and Children in Need charity appeals, while another mini-episode
was produced in for a Doctor Who-themed edition of The Proms. The 2-part story, entitled Dimensions in
Time , was made in collaboration with the cast of the BBC soap-opera EastEnders and was filmed partly on
the EastEnders set. A two-part mini-episode was also produced for the edition of Comic Relief. To celebrate
the 50th anniversary of the show, a special 3D episode, " The Day of the Doctor ", was broadcast in This
included many old episodes of Doctor Who, mostly stories featuring the first two Doctors: William Hartnell
and Patrick Troughton. In , almost all episodes then made were known to exist at the BBC, [68] while by the
practice of wiping tapes and destroying "spare" film copies had been brought to a stop. Audio versions of all
of the lost episodes exist from home viewers who made tape recordings of the show. In addition to these, there
are off-screen photographs made by photographer John Cura , who was hired by various production personnel
to document many of their programmes during the s and s, including Doctor Who. These have been used in
fan reconstructions of the serials. These amateur reconstructions have been tolerated by the BBC, provided
they are not sold for profit and are distributed as low-quality VHS copies. The missing episodes of The Reign
of Terror were animated by animation company Theta-Sigma, in collaboration with Big Finish , and became
available for purchase in May through Amazon. In April , Blue Peter launched a challenge to find missing
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Doctor Who episodes with the promise of a full-scale Dalek model as a reward. Episode 3 of The Web of Fear
is still missing.
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Compiled and Reviewed by Hayden B. Crown Publishers, , pp. He wrote a book about the first trip but was
slain during the second by Afghans bent on ousting the British. Berntsen also made two trips to Afghanistan.
The lead team headed by Gary Schroen laid the groundwork and his story is told in the book, First In reviewed
in Studies Intelligence 49, no. Graduating one from the bottom in his high school class, Berntsen joined the
Air Force on his 18th birthday and became a crash firefighter in Osan, South Korea. While there, he began
taking college courses at the education center and after his Air Force service was completed, he attended the
Marine Corps Officer Candidate School. Before he was commissioned, he was recruited by the CIA. As a case
officer he served in the Persian Gulf, South Asia, and Europe; as an instructor he trained new career trainees
and served in Tanzania. Unfortunately, the Afghan operation was aborted before its mission was accomplished
and to the dismay of his Afghan colleagues, the team returned to Headquarters. Berntsen was then assigned to
a South American country as chief of station. He was made chief of the team designated to relieve Gary
Schroen and told to kill or capture Usama Bin Laden. Berntsen offers highly detailed and, if they are to be
accepted, disturbing perspectives of numerous events. It took several weeks to assemble and equip his men,
and numerous bureaucratic problems had to be overcome. When he was finally inserted, he quickly
established a working relationship with the Special Forces unit supporting the mission and with the local
Afghani elements. The story of how his team used high-tech equipment to designate targets for the Air Force
and disbursed several million dollars in cash to encourage Afghan cooperation and to procure hard-to-get
supplies makes fascinating reading. But the most interesting and, to Bernsten, most frustrating part of the
action came when one of his teams claimed to have sighted Bin Laden in Tora Bora. Although wounded, Bin
Laden survived 56 air strikes. The admittedly high-risk operation was denied. After expressing his displeasure,
Berntsen says that, demoralized and exasperated, he was taken off the job. The Central Intelligence Agency:
Greenwood Press, , pp. Marquette University history professor Athan Theoharis and an impressive team of
historians have written a research guide to the Central Intelligence Agency from its origins in to the end of
While already out of date in terms of organization and key personnel assignments, it is the most current book
available on the CIA. While this chapter is generally accurate, his judgments about CIA collection and
analysis concerning Iraqi WMD capabilities oversimplify questions about who got what right, especially with
respect to the aluminum tubes alleged to be for uranium enrichment and the putative agent dubbed
CURVEBALL. He points out the complicated and difficult tasks of liaison among the various bureaucratic
elements, the problems of accountability, and the monumental tasks facing the DNI. Thus there was no need
for more explicit language in the act. Second, and more important, the issue was not the right to censor, but
rather the obligation of employees to abide by secrecy agreements each signed when employed. None of them
qualify by any measure. The biographies of former DCIs and some of their deputies are useful. There are no
sources cited in this book, a peculiar omission considering it was written by scholars. Thus it must be viewed
as tentative, and where a point of interest arises in its use, students should look to primary sources for
validation. The Free Press, , pp. Powers and his like, do not mention the absence of citations and are
unconcerned by the myriad unattributed quotations. For this group, the book clearly reaffirms their views on
the matter. But are they correct? Surely some are, but which ones? There are certainly elements of the truth in
State of War that have been confirmed by various government and congressional statements. For example, a
search of Bin Laden cohort, Abu Zubaydah, turned up two credit cards he had used. Risen claims no
investigation was made to follow the terrorist money trail created by these cards. On the continuum of
journalistic and societal value, State of War is less typical of the contributions of former New York Times
reporter James Scotty Reston and more like those of author Kitty Kelly. Hoover Institution Press, , pp. The
contributors are both academics and former members of or consultants to the Intelligence Community. The
Case for Creative Destruction. Gerecht presents no evidence to support this views. It is worth considering
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whether the views in this article are sensible or widely held. He also mentions what the managers must
understand, know, and do to prepare for and to take advantage of new developmentsâ€”a difficult task. The
Future of American Intelligence should prove valuable in introductory courses on intelligence. US Air Force
Capt. Her concept is straightforward: She finds current Intelligence Community practices in this area deficient
in three respects. She never does make clear why analysis is more important than collection or, alternatively,
why they are not of equal value. The solution to the forecasting problem, Khalsa suggests, is a structured,
computerized methodology, the use of which is the main topic of the book. To assist in understanding and
applying the methodology, a CD is provided that illustrates the procedures in the text. The quality of the CD is
not good and that does not help when trying to follow the often complicated instructions in the book. In
theory, the system is dependent on the quality of the indicators identified and the various analytical prediction
techniques employed. Many of the input elements are dependent on subjective estimates of variables, as for
example, priority and risk assessment, and it is not made clear why this approach does not weaken the
outcome. This is not a self-teaching text and classroom use may be more profitable for most. There are a few
reasons for exercising caution when reading this book. By definition, there is no signal content in noise. Some
editing is obviously required. Captain Khalsa has developed an interesting approach to forecasting acts of
terror but it needs considerable real-world testing and refinement before its operational value can be assessed.
Spying on the Bomb: Norton, , pp. Will Iran and North Korea produce nuclear weapons? Have they done so
already? Jeffrey Richelson discusses these questions in the final chapter of his new book, Spying on the
Bomb. Overall, the results are mixed; the story is fascinating. The general approach to each country is to
examine what is known about where nuclear research is taking place, the sources of essential materials, the
personnel involved, the level of funding, inconsistencies or gaps in the data, and the public policies of the
nation concerned. In the latter instance, he establishes that most countries just lie when asked if they are
developing nuclear weapons capability. The various collection methods employed to gather the needed data
are described in general terms. The structure of the book is a mix of chronological and topical, so the accounts
of some countriesâ€”China, France, Iraq, North Korea and Pakistanâ€”are spread across several chapters. As
the lead US agency, the CIA knew, with several exceptions, if and when a nuclear detonation was likely. The
exceptions were surprises: Richelson reviews some of the reasons involved but points out that with Iran and
North Korea, there was sufficient data to publish formal estimates beginning in the s, concluding they were
committed to developing nuclear weapons; exact dates and quantities remain at issue. But, as he emphasizes,
halting an ongoing program and preventing a nuclear detonation are problems that must be resolved by the
international community, and this increases uncertainty with regard to a timely and satisfactory solution. What
it does, and does well, is show how intelligence has kept track of the problem. Ethics, a set of principles of
right conduct or a system of moral values, is distinguished from morality, which is concerned with the
goodness or badness of particular human actions. The Ethics of Spying asks whether the intelligence
profession can be ethical and effective at the same time. The potential conflicts between truth, cover, and
deception are considered in the contributions from 25 authors, many with experience in the profession. Not all
the contributors agree with these arguments. Many are less theoretical and ask questions like, Should I always
speak truth to power? Under what conditions should one interfere in the political affairs of other nations? The
book has four sections. The first considers ethics and the Intelligence Community. The second looks at
collection and analysis, the third at covert action. And that perhaps is the unstated point of the book. Each
person must decide what is legal and what is right. Manus Publications, , pp. The term fulcrum, as used by
former Indian intelligence officer Maloy Dhar, invokes a seldom used meaning of the word: But the book has
real value, despite its lack of documentation. From a Western perspective, it is essential knowledge, and
especially for those who will serve in the region. In the process, Dhar factors in other players, as for example
Muslim elements from Bosnia and the Far East. He also describes the intelligence services of each country,
their links with each other, and gives his views on how they serve their political masters. As a view from
inside India and Islam, this is an important book. Dhar leaves the reader with an implied question: Fulcrum of
Evil provides some of the background needed to answer that question. It is important if not easy reading. A
Question of Torture:
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Watch Background The oldest means of determining time is by observing the location of the sun in the sky.
When the sun is directly overhead, the time is roughly During the daylight hours, sunlight falls on a vertical
pole placed at the center of a calibrated dial, thus casting a shadow on the dial and providing the reader with a
relatively accurate time reading. The invention of the mechanical clock in the fourteenth century was a major
advancementâ€”it provided a more concise and consistent method of measuring time. The mechanical clock
includes a complicated series of wheels, gears, and levers powered by a falling weights and with a pendulum
or later a wound-up spring. These pieces together moved the hand or hands on a dial to show the time. The
addition of chimes or gongs on the hour, half hour, and quarter hour followed soon afterward. By the
eighteenth century, smaller clocks for the home were available, and, unlike their predecessors, were closed and
sealed in a case. The more exacting the workmanship of the moving parts, the more accurate the clock was.
From invention through to the middle of the twentieth century, developments in clock-making focused on
making the moving parts work as accurately as possible. Developments in metal technology and in
miniaturization, the lubrication of small parts, and the use of first, natural sapphires and then artificial
sapphires at the spots that received the most stress the jeweled movement all became integral components of
horological science. Small pocket watches, perhaps two to three inches five to seven centimeters in diameter,
were available by the end of the nineteenth century. Mechanical wristwatches were an everyday item in the
United States by the s. And yet, the central problem faced by watch and clockmakers remained the same: In
the years immediately following World War II, interest in atomic physics led to the development of the atomic
clock. Radioactive materials emit particles decayed at a known, steady rate. The parts of a mechanical clock
that ratcheted to keep the time could be replaced by a device that stimulated the watch movement each time a
particle was emitted by the radioactive element. Atomic clocks, incidentally, are still made and sold, and they
are found to be consistently accurate. With the development of the microchip in the s and s, a new type of
watch was invented. Wristwatches that mixed microchip technology with quartz crystals became the standard;
there are few non-quartz wristwatches made today. The microchip is utilized to send signals to the dial of the
watch on a continual basis. Because it is not a mechanical device with moving parts, it does not wear out. The
use of quartz in watches makes use of a long-known type of electricity known as piezoelectricity. A quartz
watch uses the electricity from a piece of quartz subjected to the electricity from a battery to send The heart of
a quartz watch is a tiny sliver of quartz. In a natural form, quartz is first loaded into a giant kettle or autoclave.
Hanging from the top of the autoclave are seeds or tiny particles of quartz with the desired crystalline
structure. An alkaline material is pumped into the bottom of the autoclave, and the autoclave is heated to a
high temperature, dissolving the quartz in the hot alkaline liquid, evaporating it, and depositing it on the seeds.
After about 75 days, the chamber can be opened, and the newly grown quartz crystals can be removed and cut
into the correct proportions. Electrical wall clocks, in contrast, use the regularity of wall current to keep track
of time. The most accurate quartz watches are those in which the time appears in an electronically controlled
digital display, produced via a light-emitting diode LED or a liquid crystal display LCD. It is possible, of
course, to have the microprocessor send its signals to mechanical devices that make hands move on the watch
face, creating an analog display. But because the hands are mechanically operated through a portion of the
watch known as a gear train, analogue watches usually are not as accurate as digitals and are subject to wear.
Both types of watches achieve tremendous accuracy, with digital watches commonly being accurate to within
three seconds per month. Raw Materials Electronic watches make use of many of the most modern materials
available, including plastics and alloy metals. Cases can be made of either plastic or metal; watches with metal
cases often include a stainless steel backing. Microchips are typically made of silicon, while LEDs are usually
made of gallium arsenide, gallium phosphide, or gallium arsenide phosphide. LCDs consist of liquid crystals
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sandwiched between glass pieces. Electrical contacts between parts are usually made of a small amount of
gold or are goldplated ; gold is an almost ideal electrical conductor and can be used successfully in very small
amounts. Although the assembly of such watches must be performed carefully and methodically, the most
essential aspects of the manufacturing process are in the manufacture of the components. Quartz 1 The heart
of a quartz watch is a tiny sliver of quartz. The synthetically produced quartz is cut by the manufacturer with a
diamond saw and shipped to the watchmaker to use. The production of "grown" quartz is a critical step in the
process. Quartz, in a natural form, is first loaded into a giant kettle or autoclave the same device used by
doctors and dentists to sterilize instruments. Hanging from the top of the autoclave are seeds or tiny particles
of quartz In watch assembly, the entire set of crystal and microchips is set onto a circuit board. A battery is
also installed that generates electricity for the quartz crystal and supplies the power for the LED display. An
alkaline material is pumped into the bottom of the autoclave, and the autoclave is heated to a temperature of
roughly degrees Fahrenheit degrees Celsius. The natural quartz dissolves in the hot alkaline liquid, evaporates,
and deposits itself on the seeds. As it deposits itself, it follows the pattern of the crystalline structure of the
seeds. Different angles and thicknesses in the cutting lead to predictable rates of oscillation. The desired rate
of oscillation for quartz used in wristwatches is , megaHertz or , oscillations per second. Most commonly, the
quartz is placed into a sort of capsule, with wires attached to both ends so that the capsule can be soldered or
otherwise connected to a circuit board. The microchip 3 The electronic leads generated by a battery through
the quartz producing oscillations will go to a microchip that serves as a "frequency dividing circuit. The new
pattern of oscillation is then sent to another microchip that functions as a "counter-decoder-driver. If there are
sixty oscillations per second, the chip will change the reading on an LED every second. After 3, oscillations
60 x 60 , the counter will instruct the LED to change the reading for minutes. And, after 60 x 60 x 60
oscillations , , the counter will change the hour reading. Assembly 5 The entire set of crystal and microchips is
set onto a circuit board. The board incorporates a space to hold the battery that supplies electricity to the
quartz crystal and supplies the power for the LED display. Generally, the space for the battery is on the outside
of the surface facing the back of the case. The battery can be replaced by removing the back of the watch,
shaking out the old one, and dropping in the new battery. This mechanism involves two pins that extend
beyond the case of the watch. One pin lets the counter circuit know which reading to resetâ€”seconds,
minutes, or hours. The second pin is pushed a number of times to bring the display to the desired reading.
Additional Watch Features Because the microchips in a quartz watch are capable of holding large quantities of
information, it is possible, from an engineering standpoint, to add other functions to a watch without much
difficulty. An additional push button on the case connected to the counter circuit can provide alarms, tide
information, and more. The microchip can just as easily be programmed to set the watch forward or back a
defined amount at the push of a button, so that an owner can determine the time in another time zone, or
perhaps have two, three, or more time zone times displayed successively. Quality Control All components of
electronic watches are manufactured under a strict system of quality control. Quartz crystals, for example,
have their frequencies tested before being used in a watch. Microchips must be made in a "clean room"
environment with specially filtered air, since even the tiniest dust particles can render a chip useless.
Microchips are examined carefully and are also bench tested for accuracy before use. After a watch is
manufactured, it is again tested before being shipped to market. In addition to its time-keeping accuracy, it is
also subjected to a drop-test in which it must continue to operate properly after being dropped and otherwise
abused; a temperature test; and a water test. While a watchmaker may, with proper testing and proof, claim
that a watch is "water resistant" at certain, known specifications, it is inaccurate to say a watch is "waterproof
because without particular specification that designation is meaningless. Large watch companies make all of
their own components, ensuring that product quality standards are in place at the earliest point in the
manufacturing process. Future changes in product will take advantage of other technologies from other fields
such as the addition of a calculator function to a watch, or even the addition of a radio-transmitter that can
send out a traceable signal if the wearer is lost or in trouble. Questions and Answers in Quartz Watch
Repairing. American Watchmakers Institute, Ford, Roger, and Oliver Strimpel. Facts On File, The
Ultrawatches," Los Angeles. Berlow Other articles you might like:
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The heart of a quartz watch is a tiny sliver of quartz. In a natural form, quartz is first loaded into a giant kettle or
autoclave. Hanging from the top of the autoclave are seeds or tiny particles of quartz with the desired crystalline
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